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Stray  Pages from  M y S k etch ~ B ook .
<s GROUP of olcl fishermen were seated
A  near the rod rack on the piazza of the Mountain View House, swapping li— excuse me, telling the exact truth. 
The hero of the day, the man who had 
captured a six-pounder, was holding forth 
to a group of envious listeners who hadn’ t 
done half so well.
••By Jove,” said the hero, “ I thought 
one time that I ’d surely lose that monster. 
It didn’ t seem as though that rod could 
stand the -strain it was being put to at, 
one stage in the proceedings.”
“ And, by Jove, it did come near break­
ing,”  said a clear, flexible voice behind 
them.
The group turned with a start of sur­
prise.
“ What was that;”  asked the hero. 
••Sounded as though it came from the 
rod rack,”  answered one o£ the others.
Then they heard the voice again, saying 
in a petulent tone: “ Well, I must say 
that a man who doesn’ t know his own 
rod when it speaks to him, ought to go 
back to school for*a year or two.”
The hero had now recovered from his 
first surprise, and gave the rod tit for tat.
“ Oh it’s you, is it ’ ”  he said. “ Well, I 
don’ t know anything about the rules of 
etiquette among rods ; but I wish the next 
time you’re moved to spring yourself on 
a party of unsuspecting gentlemen, you’d 
send in your card, or at least, have your­
self quietly announced.”
“ I don’ t get up to the talking pitch very 
often, and when I do it’s hard work to 
hold myself down to the .social code.”
••All right,”  answered the hero, “ what 
is it that you want to talk about? I 
don’t mind hearing your story if the rest 
are agreed.” .
We all said we should be charmed.
“ I wish you’d just loosen up that line a 
little.”  said the rod, “ it feels rather close 
about my neck, and I ’m rather stiff in the 
joints, after being left out iu the dampness 
here so many nights. Thank you, that’s 
much better. Now to my story:
“ This can’ t very well foe a plain, unvar- 
nished tale, for I ’ve been to the rod-mak­
er’s too often for th at; but I ’ ll try and 
follow the gospel pretty closely.
“ I opened the ball by saying that your 
rod (which is myself), did come very near 
breaking when you landed that big fish 
to-day. You seem to think that you and 
the guide do all the work there is done 
when you capture a fish ; but I ’m going to 
tell you that a rod plays a very important 
part.
“ To illustrate this, let me describe, from 
a rod’s point of view, the capture of to­
day’s fish. You started out in the after­
noon feeling rather ugly because you 
hadn’ t caught anything during the fore­
noon—”
The hero coughed loudly at this juncture 
for he’d been telling the rest that it made 
not the slightest difference to him whether 
he caught all the fish or none of the fish.
“ How do I know you felt that way ? Be­
cause you let your line out in that snappy, 
ugly fashion, which is hard on a reel and 
no good for a rod; and, if you’ ll remem­
ber, you didn’ t notice what you were up 
to till the guide suggested that you’d 
•better leave a foot or two of line on the 
reel.’ ”
The hero blushed and mumbled some­
thing about being worried by a business 
telegram that came while he was at 
dinner.
“ To continue,”  said the rod, “ you fished 
nearly all the afternoon without a rise, 
and were getting all out of sorts.
“ Yes you were, too ,”  went on the rod, 
as the fisherman tried to contradict. 
“ You said horrid things about the fishing 
and you swrore frightfully at the guide just 
as if he was to blame for it all.
“ About this time I felt a slight move­
ment of my tip. You would have felt it if 
you hadn’ t been so cross. Then, a second 
later, came a hard tug at the line, which 
made me shiver from tip to butt. The line 
commenced to play out like fun, and I 
could feel it fairly hum through my rings. 
You lost your head and would have lost 
the fish too, if the guide hadn’t come to 
your assistance. You tried to hold the 
reel and stop the line from, running out, 
and the fish would have snapped your 
rigging if the guide hadn’ t very quickly 
backed water. After a little the line 
slackened, and you thought the fish was 
gone; but the guide told you to reel in 
and your multiplier soon caught up with 
the fish.
“ It was a lively battle from then on. 
First the fish would dash away from the 
boat, next try a sidewise scoot, and then 
would hold easy and let you pull him 
nearer the boat.
“ I tell you what,”  said the rod, warm­
ing; up, “ those times are .worth living for. 
Every time a big fish puts all his force 
into a a sudden dash, it makes a rod trem­
ble lest some hidden flaw may snap the 
rod, and yet there is a wild exhileration in 
it all. Swifter than the eye cam note, the 
rod sways back and forth twisting this 
way and that, and never for an instant 
being at rest.
“ And then when the fish makes its death 
struggle at the boat-side! The strain 
now comes vertically, and sometimes pulls 
your tip almost down to the butt. With 
desperate moves the fish tries to dodge the 
landing net and yanks the rod this way 
and that; but it is no use and the battle 
is finally over.
“ Now. after this,”  concluded the rod, 
“ don't think that you have a mortgage 
on all the sport there is in landing a big 
fish, ’cause you haven’ t. See?”
Then it added parenthetically, « la Chim- 
mie Fadden: “ Say, was I tellin’ you 
’bout dat bull pup?”
Beech Hill.
The old frequenters of the Rangeleys, 
will recall with pleasing reminiscences this 
land mark on the old stage road from 
Phillips to Rangeley. The hill is still there, 
but now-a-days with only, “ here and there 
a traveler.”  The road bed is in vastly 
better shape than during its palmiest days, 
with very few exceptions, the bushes having 
been allowed to flourish, so that the lovely 
views are nearly cut off. The old “ Box 
spring”  still awaits the coming of the 
thirsty sportsmen, as in days of yore, when 
one never passed without tasting its pure 
and sparkling water. For a change a drive 
over the old road is interesting.
Kemnebago.
Joseph Ellis, of Phillips, is at Kennebago 
Lake, running the boat for Richardson 
Brothers.
W. H. Littlefield, wife and daughter,of 
Farmington, made a pleasant trip “ down 
the lakes”  and home by way of Andover 
and the G. T. R. R., and M. C. R. R. back 
to Farmington, this week. Mr. Littlefield 
is the gentlemanly runner of Messrs. 
Goudy & Kent, confectioners, of Portland.
An In c id e n t o f  th e  week.
Dallas PI. has made a gain in population, 
and perhaps a gain in dollars and cents— 
anyway, Andrew Bubier and family have 
arrived once more. Their personal effects, 
came over the'Phillips & Rangeley, the 
Sandy River, the Maine Central and the 
Boston & Maine, there weren’ t many of 
them, but the various station agents 
along the line, think there was enough. 
There was a box of hens for one thing, this 
reached Phillips Saturday, and Sunday, 
Arthur McLeary, the kind hearted Agent 
at that point, opened the cage to relieve 
the hunger and thirst of the poor biddys, 
but they not recognizing his good inten­
tions, made a break for freedom, and quick­
ly became as scattered, as the four winds 
of heaven. Then there was a chase, and 
instead of a day of rest for the weary rail­
road man, it was one of much activity, and 
worry. One hen went here, another went 
there, and the old rooster secured a perch, 
on the arc light frame, from which he proud­
ly crowed “ Give me liberty or give me 
death”  his last request would have been 
complied with, had he been within reach. 
“ All things come to him who waits”  and 
“ chickens come home to roost,”  so in time 
the foAvls were again on their journey, and 
Rangeley’ s popular agent, Win Miller, 
had them under his control. He had learn­
ed about the hens, and delegated that de - 
partmeht to his assistant, Fred Soule, but 
there was a box of cats, and being a cat 
lover, he took personal oversight of this 
package, they were taken to his home, the 
slats pulled off, and the cats given run of 
the shed, they accepted the offer, and took 
the run. not only of the shed,’ but of the 
neighborhood—out on the roofs of build­
ings—on fences—under floors, up trees and 
into open windows. Here was another 
disconsolate station agent—his usually 
winning voice, failed to bring the cats 
within reach, but did succeed in bringing 
forth the most melodious “ me-yow-me-yow 
yow-ow-w-w!”  from the half famished, and 
fully frightened felines. At last Fred Soule 
came to his relief, one cat was finally driven 
into a room, all points of egress closed, 
and the anxious railroad men closed on 
him, and into the dungeon cell he went. 
But the other one, well, the other one is 
still waiting to be caught. The goods and 
live stock, were turned over to the owners, 
but alas! misfortune still followed them. 
While being loaded on the team, the horses 
ran away, and “ kits, cats, sacks and Avife”  
Avere scattered along the roadside. The 
pieces were collected, repairs made, this 
closes the drama.
Neal—Smith.
A large number of friends and relatives, 
gathered at the home of Mrs. S. J. Smith, 
Tuesday afternoon., to Avitness the marriage 
of her daughter, Miss Triphena.to the popu­
lar and progressiAre business man, Charles 
H. Neal. The nuptial knot Avas tied 
by Rev. H. W. Small, and the whole affair 
passed off in the smoothest possible man­
ner. The bride Avas attired in a cream 
cashmere gown, trimmed with Avhite satin 
ribbon, and looked very dainty.
After the ceremony, an elegant lunch 
Avas served to the guests, and later on, 
midst many hearty good wishes, the party 
broke up. R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  tenders its 
congratulations and best wishes, to the 
happy couple. BeloAv is given a list of 
the presents:
Dinner set, Mrs. W. Smith; silver butter 
dish, Miss Mary Smith, Mrs. J. L. Boston 
and Blanche Boston; silver butter knife,
E\'a Cook; silver bake basket, Arthur 
Soule and Miss Lillian Smith; pepper and 
salt shakers, Miss Cylence LoAvell; gold 
lined sugar shell and silver butter knife, 
Clark Smith; one-half doz. silver knives, 
Jerry LoAvell and Avife; silver butter dish, 
Mirs. Edgar Page; silver mounted glass 
pickle jar, W. Quimby and Avife; silver 
sugar shell and butter knife, Mrs. H. A. 
Furbish; silver hairpin box, Mrs. L. J. 
Kempton; silver mounted glass fruit dish. 
Jim Mathieson; silver sugar shell, Bert 
Herrick and Avife; napkins, Amos Ellis and 
wife; AArater set and tray, J. A. Russell 
and wife; pair vases, Mrs. C. T. Richard­
son; tOAvels and napkins, Jerry Oakes and 
..wife; silver carving knife and fork, Fisher 
Parish; one-half doz. silver teaspoons, 
C. W. Barrett and Avife; glass pitcher. 
Miss Susie Crosby; china pitcher, Harold 
McCard, fruit dish, Miss Thorne Raines; 
silver berry spoon, Misses Lillian and Hel­
en Haines; table doylies, R. P. Crosby and 
Avife; table doylies and bone dishes, W. II. 
Haines and wife; plush chair, Messrs. G. 
A. Proctor, C. T. Richardson, 3d, G. M. 
Esty, S. B. McCard, E. T. Herrick, and 
their wives.
Local Paragraphs,
Mrs. W. H. Ellis lias broken the early 
strawberry record by picking quarts 
of ripe berries June 19tli.
It was a very jolly and very theatrical 
party, that went home last Avcek,-after an 
8-day stay at Rangeley. The party com­
prised: Frank P. Stone and Avife, of the 
Austin & Stone Museum, J. C. Patrick, of 
Bristol’s Horse Show, John Q. Adams, of 
the Boston Museum, Dr. E. F. White, and 
E. Byron Dunshee. The party staid, as 
they always do, with Eben Hinkley, making 
side excursions down the lake, and over 
on Mooselookmegutic. Hinkley & Dunshee 
did the guiding, and did it well, too, for in 
one day’s fishing at Stony Batter, Dr. 
White took three trout weighing 3, 3%  and 
3j^lbs. respectively. Dr. White is coming 
back this Aveek to see if he can’ t get some 
more like these, and the rest, counting on 
a return later 011.
A rare treat is assured the residents 01 
this section of the country when Tucker’s 
Giant Circus, which lias been meeting 
Avith great success throughout the country, 
vrill appear at Phillips, the date of their 
appearance being next Monday, June 24h, 
afternoon and evening. By special ar­
rangement the 10.45 A. M. train from Ran­
geley Avill arrive in ample time to Avitness 
the grand free, street parade, and leaving 
at 5.25 P. M. for the return trip, Avill give 
abundance of time to witness the afternoon 
performance. The artists connected Avitli 
this Circus, are excelled by none 011 the road , 
among them being the famous rider, Bob 
Stickney, Jr., the lady rider, Louise De 
Mott, the Maginley Family, Zola Sisters. 
Primrose and Rice, Roche and Whiting, 
the funny cloAvn, Johnny Prince, and a host' 
of other acrobatic and sensational features 
too numerous to mention. No swindling 
features or games of chance are allowed 
with this Circus so all patrons can be as­
sured of honest and courteous treatment, 
and also Avitness a first class performance, 
perfect in all its details. The admission is 
25 cts., children, afternoon performance 10 
cts. Round trip tickets on the rail road 
hat’e been placed at the Ioav price of $1.00. 
Performances at 2 and 8 P. M. Doors open 
at 1 and 7. The exhibition Avill positively 
take place, rain or shine.
2 RANGELEY LAKES
PHILLIPS LOCAL.
A boating party, came near going over 
the dam, Sunday.
The recent showers have been very bene­
ficial to the growing crops.
Miss Linnie Snowman picked a pint of 
field strawberries last Friday.
Miss Elizabeth Lowell, of Auburn, is the 
guest of Mrs. Harry P. Dill, this week.
Mrs. Mary Hai*den, of Portland, is visit­
ing her daughter, Mrs. Willard Chandler.
Ezra Whitney anci wife of Camden, are 
visiting Mr. W .’s sister. Mrs. Lavina 
Harden.
Henry J. Heseoek’s father, mother, anil 
brother Daniel, of Wilton, are visiting him 
this week.
W. M. Chandler, has severed his connee 
tion with the P. & R. railroad, and gone 
to Houlton.
N. B. Beal, Esq., has recently sold the 
Rumford Falls Co. >0.200 worth of land 
in Letter E.
In these days of railroad building, why 
not talk up a road from Phillips to Dixfiekl. 
via Weld1 A  third road into Phillips 
would give it a big boom.
Charles K. Allen, of the P. & R. road, 
and Mrs. Allen, leave this Thursday, for a 
week or ten days’'visit with relatives at 
Lisbon, Brunswick and Portland.
Lafayette Plaisted. of Pleasant Valley 
found one of his horses, which was turned 
out to pasture, with a bad cut on the thigh. 
The cause could not be accounted for.
Ernest Haley, says the season in birds 
nest, is at least two weeks ahead of last 
year, the eggs he proposed to secure from 
the nests, were gone and their places occu­
pied by young birds.
North Franklin Grange, held a regular 
meeting, Saturday last; initiated two can­
didates; appointed a committee to arrange 
for the twentieth anniversary, of the North 
Franklin Grange,in October. Some changes 
in the regular meetings are made. See 
Society notes on 8th page.
M. C. Kelley,Esq., returned from his trip 
to Winthrop, having had a most enjoyable 
visit, finding many old Phillipians residing 
there, several that the present generation 
in Phillips knew not. In company with 
R a n g e le y  L a k e s ’ mutual friend, Zenas T. 
Haines, he drove all about that section, 
and was pleased to find that the old house 
in which Mr. Haines’ grandfather was 
born, was now owned by Hon. Chas. G. 
Atkins, a member of the U. S. Fish com­
mission and an own cousin of Mr, Kellevs.
Best W ishes
F o r  th e  S u c c e s s  ot R a n geley  L ak es 
Stiil B ein g  R ece iv ed  by 
Its P u b lish e rs .
W h at has become of Phillips’ Board oi 
Trade! Now would be a good time for it 
to act in inducing summer boarders to try 
one season in its beautiful valley. There 
is no tour in Maine, possessing more natu­
ral advantages in the line of scenery, drives, 
fishing and health invigorating air than 
Phillips. Although in a lovely valley it is 
732 feet above sea level, is accessable in a 
very few hours from Boston by rail, has 
rail connection with the celebrated Range- 
•ley Lakes, telegraph and telephone connec­
tion, good hotels, and the nicest of private 
board can be obtained at fair rates. Phil­
lips ought to have, at least, two hundred 
summer boarders. Can they not be had ?
Benj. H. Pratt, one of Phillips old and 
respected citizens, was recently speaking 
about old times in Rangeley. Among other 
things he said, ‘ ‘About fifty years ago. I 
was driving out, one very hot day when I 
found a swarm of moose flies after my horse, 
they were so thick,”  he said, “ that I was 
’ fraid they would kill him. I whipped the 
horse, to drive away from them and after 
driving some distance we looked back and 
in the hind part of my wagon, was a peck 
of them flies waiting for the liorsa to slow 
up so they could get another meal.”  The 
blacksmith to whom he was relating it. 
said “ a peck would hold quit.; a number of 
moose flies.”  Taking off his hat, which was 
a good sized one, he said. “ Well, there were 
more than I could get into that ha:, rmv 
wav.”
The good wishes still pour in, and, think 
ing Rangeley may be interested to know 
what others think of her new paper, we re­
publish some of them. They come from all 
points:
W E  S H A L L  DO SO.
Mr. Wm. G. Ellis, formerly owner of 
Mingo point Cottage, writes: '
“ A good thing. Push it along.”
G O V E R N O R  CLEAN ES
writes as follows:
“ Through the medium of your paper the 
beauties of North Franklin will become 
widely known.”
E X -G O V E R N O R  15UKLEIGH 
writes as follows:
“ I thank you for a copy of R an g e le y  
L a k e s  and congratulate you on its fine 
appearance. It is bright and breezy, and 
I know it will be appreciated by the" thou­
sands who annually visit the Lake region.
Yours Sincerely,
E dw in  C. B u r le ig h .
B R E E ZE  A N D  BU SIN ESS.
The new comer to the newspaper field of 
Franklin County, Rangeley Lakes, made 
its first appearance Memorial day, in folio 
form. It is a very neatly gotten up pub­
lication, full of breeze and business.—Ken­
nebec Journal.
L O O K S NICE.
The first number of the “ Rangeley Lakes’ ’ 
the new paper previously mentioned, has 
reached us. It is a nice looking publication, 
and bubbling over with fish yarns and 
local news, and would do credit'to any of 
the summer resort regions.—Farmington 
Chronicle.
A W O K D  F R O M  CHICAGO.
Barnhart Bros. & Spindler, Chicago, 
(the largest type founders out-side the Type 
Trust), from whom the R a n g e le y  L a k e s ’ 
outfit was purchased, writes as follows:
Rangeley Lakes Pub. Co.. Rangeley. Maine: 
C hicago , June 3rd, 1895. 
Gentlemen:—We are in receipt of a copy 
of your paper,and we write to congratulate 
you on its businesslike aspect. It certain­
ly is a credit to the resort, and will be a 
good thing for all time. We are interested 
in your discription of getting out a paper. 
It is worthy of being copied and doubtless 
will be.
Wishing you the greatest success, we are 
Yours truly,
B a r n h a r t  Bn os. A  S p in d l e r .
A S P A R K L E R  A N D  A H U S T L E R .
The initial number of “ Rangeley Lakes.”  
Rangeley’s new paper has reached" our desk, 
and we gladly welcome this new publica­
tion to our' exchange list. “ Rangeley 
Lakes”  is a sparkling, newsy, hustling 
sheet of eight pages and covers', published 
by the Rangeley Lakes Publishing Co., 
H, P. & E. C. Dill. Such a paper will cer­
tainly tend to increase the interests of 
Rangeley and surrounding territory, and 
make business for both that section and 
itself. We predict for it a most prosperous 
future and shall watch for the next number 
with much interest.—Livermore Fall« Ex­
press and Advertiser.
S H A L L  BE R E A D Y  TO  REC EIVE YOU.
“ The Rangeley Lakes.”  Rangeley’s new 
local paper, is at hand, the initial number 
coming out May 30th. It is an 8-page pap­
er in yellow covers, making 12 pages in all. 
Harry P. Dill and Elliott C. Dill are editors 
and proprietors. The paper shows enter­
prise and care in its make-up, and is a 
model of typograpical neatness. Repre­
senting the whole of the Rangeley Lakes 
region, it promises to be of inestimable 
value in booming the business of that 
Sportsman’s Paradise, and of course, even 
at this tender age, is teeming with fish 
stories. Success be yours, Brothers Dill. 
We’re coming up soon, via direct line.— 
Rumford Falls 'limes.
S T A R T E D  W E L L .
We have received a copy of the initial 
number of “ Rangeley Lakes,”  a weeklv 
newspaper published at Rangeley by Harry 
P. Dill and his son, Elliott C. Dill" Miss 
Daisy M. Dill, the talented daughter, we 
understand, will manage the art depart­
ment. Mr. R. A. Merrow, a newspaper 
publisher and printer of experience, is asso­
ciated with them as foreman of the mechan­
ical department. The Messrs. Dill are 
bright writers, and they have started by 
making a good paper. We wish them suc­
cess in their new field.—Phillips Phonograph.
A FIRST-CLASS BABER.
“ Rangeley Lakes”  is the title of the new 
| paper issued at Rangeley, Maine, and pub- 
i lished by Harry P. Dill, a former resident 
! of Liudsav. who while here acted as United
States Commercial Agent at this port. Mr. 
Dill is publishing a first-class paper which 
will be a great factor in bringing the beau­
tiful lakes of Maine before the public. We 
wish our friend Dill the greatest success 
in his new venture.— Lindsay (Ontario) Post.
IS V E R Y  R E A D A B L E .
We have received the first issue of the 
“ Rangeley Lakes,”  a very creditable 
newspaper of 12 pages of 4 columns each, 
published at Rangeley, by Harry P. Dill 
and his son, Elliott C.', and devoted to the 
sporting interests of North Franklin. It 
is as full of sporting news as an egg is of 
meat, and is very readable.— Farmington 
Independent..
A B L O OM ING  B E A U T Y .
Rangeley’s new weekly paper. "The 
Rangeley Lakes,”  issued by Messrs. 
Harry P. Dill and Elliott C.Dill, is a bloom­
ing beauty, and we congratulate the whole 
Rangeley Region on the birth of so lustv 
and promising a child. It evidently will be 
the fishermen’s O w n  paper, as well" as the 
repository of all the local news of its field. 
Starting with eighteen columns of 
advertising and a jolly grist of original 
reading matter, its prosperity is assured. 
Both of its conductors, father and sou, 
have the newspaper knack and are gentle­
men of talent and enterprise. Mr. Elliott
C. Dili was formerly an esteemed member 
of the Journal-staff.—Lewiston Journal.
MME. FOURNAiSE.
The Good Hearted Woman Who Harbored 
Napol&On III  at Sedan.
It was about 7 in tho morning, said the 
good woman, that the emperor, finding it 
distasteful to meet the crowd of German 
soldiers on the road to Doncliery, alighted 
and came up her narrow staircase. To 
reach the inner room he had to pass 
through her bedroom, whoro she l»ad just 
got out of bed. Tho furniture of the inner 
room consisted merely of two straw seated 
chairs, a round table and a press. On her 
threshold, at his departure, tho emperor 
gave her four napoleons. “ He put them 
into my own hand, and ho s%id, in a voice 
in which thero were tears, ‘‘This hospital­
ity of yours is perhaps tho last which I 
shall evor receive in France.’ ”  With a 
kindly word of farewell “ which I shall 
never forget,”  concluded Mine. Fourna'fee, 
the emperor quitted the poor house in 
which he had undergone so much misery, 
and entered tho carriage which conveyed 
him to the Chateau Bellevue.
Good hearted soul as was Mine. Four- 
naise, she was all the same a woman of 
business, and had made the most of her 
opportunities. It was to Bismarck she 
sold—not at his own price—the table at 
which ho had sat. with the for loro emperor. 
The purchasers of the veritably original 
two straw bottomed chairs were Sir Beau­
champ Walker, the English military com- 
mis.-ioncr, and General ;h.eridnn,. For 
years, ultima;,h the j Lg.-mis were by this 
time not so Ymaifui, she had done wi ll 
for hor.adf by showing tho u. chamber 
in which the interview took p i , . . a n d  by 
selling, mostly, she said, to Americans, 
relay after iv:ay of straw bottomed chairs,
hich she frankly owned to me to have 
passed off as tho originals. “ And what 
about tho four napoleons;-'”  I asked. “ No 
doubt you have sold them over and over 
again.”
“ Oh, my God, no!”  she exclmmed. 
‘ Never, never! Did bo not givo thorn to 
me with his own hand? See, the original 
four are there, in that locked case on the 
mantel with the glass top. Yes, I have 
had great offers for them. Over and ovoi 
again I could have had 500 francs for th 
four pioces, but no money would tempt me 
to sell them.” —Archibald Forbes in Mc­
Clure’s Magazine.
Leaps of a Mountain Sheep.
o; tho mountain sheep does not leap 
i great heights and land either upon 
hOrns or his feet. He knows the 
tflffength of his materials too well to try it. 
His horns and skull might successfully 
withstand the shock, but tho weight of his 
body would break his spinal column in 
two or three places, to say the least of it. 
It is truo that when hard pressed a herd 
will sometimes plunge down a terribly 
steep incline, sliding and bounding from 
point to point, until they plow into t! - 
‘ slide rock”  below; but, as to leaping over 
a sheer precipice, I never saw any one who 
even claimed to have over witnessed such 
a thing. The old rams often fight by butt­
ing each other terrifically and often 
splinter or sometimes break off tho ends 
of their horns in that way.--W. T. Horua- 
day in St. Nicholas.
IN TES LA ’S LABORATORY.
Here in the dark what ghostly figures press! 
No phantom of the past or grim or sad,
No wailing spirit of woe, no specter clad 
In white and wandering cloud, whose dumb 
, distress
Is that its crime it never may confess;
No shape from the strewn sea, nor they that 
add
The link of life and death—tho tearless mad 
That live nor die in dreary nothingne
But blessed spirits waiting to be born— 
Thoughts to unlock the fettering chains of 
things;
The better time, the universal good.
Their smile is like the joyous break of morn: 
How fair, how near, how wistfully theybrOOal 
Listen! That murmur is of angels’ wings. 
—Robert Underwood Johnson in Century.
SH O T A W H ITE  BULL.
General Maury’s Adventure That Landed 
Him In a Cactus Hush.
General Dabney H. Maury, the war vet­
eran, lias tv fund of anecdote and plenty of 
wit for spicing it, aud his stories are lis­
tened to with much pleasure'. His favorite 
tale is of his battle with a cactus bush:
“ It happened when we were s tationed in 
Texas upon tho banks of tho Rio Grande, 
and being a little anxious one day regard­
ing a small speck I saw moving in the dis­
tance I determined to go softly forward to 
investigate it. I did not tell any one of 
my movements, fearing to be laughed at 
as tv false alarmist. As 1 crept through 
the brush toward tho moving speck it sud­
denly grew much larger, and I saw it was 
coming straight toward me. 1 had no 
fieldglass, but as I enjoyed an adventure I 
determined to meet tho enemy, no matter 
what it was.* So I stood boldly up and 
waited.
“ In a minute it was in shooting dis­
tance of me, ami then I saw it was a splen­
did white bull. Now, I was never afraid 
of Taurus, though I had hail several expe­
riences with him on the prairies, so, stand­
ing my ground, I let fly at him with my 
rifle again and again.
“ I think I must have struck him, for ho 
snorted and charged toward mo. I shot 
again, the shot taking effect in his head. 
But my shot only angered him ami gave 
him f r e s h  s t r e n g t h ,  vvuii a t e r r i f i c  L-b . r a v  
he lowered his head and made lor me. I 
took one look at his horns, l-eaiiz.'d mat 
there was no time to fire again and dodged 
him. I jumped to one side into a pile of 
underbrush and landed right- in live midst 
of a great cactus bush. Do you know 
what a cactus bush Is? In its wild s ate 
it is a bundle of razors, newly sharpened 
and turned blade toward you, and 1 fell on 
top of 20 keen knives.
“ I lay there until I could find courage 
to crawl through the blades, and, terribly 
cut, I crept home. When I told my story, 
my comrades did not believe me. ‘Go over 
there half a mile, and you will find a white 
bull dead in the brush,’ I said. He fell 
as I lay on the cactus points, and if 1 hud 
it to do over again I ’d take my chance 
with the bull.” —New York Recorder.
A  V ig o ro u s  Q u aran tine.
The eastern man in a tough part of Tex­
as was present at u chain lightning trial 
of a man charged with horse stealing— 
that is to say, he was not “ charge d ’ with 
it, ho had been caught in the act, and the 
rope was about his neck. Tho casiern man 
thought it was time to do something, and 
he lifted up his voice.
“ Gentlemen,”  ho shouted, “ you must 
not do this thing.”
The crowd stopped in amazement.
“ What’s the matter with you?”  inquired 
the loader, coming up close to the easterner.
“ I say you must not do this thing,”  re­
peated the stranger.
“ Why not?”  asked the leader.
“ Because it is against the law.”
This was a new reasoning, aud the lead­
er staid tho proceedings a moment.
“ Say,”  he inquired, “ whar air you 
frum?”
“ New York,”  responded the visitor.
Tho gang yelled its disapproval.
“ I reckon you’d better scatter, mister,”  
said tho leader menacingly. “ Wo read the 
papers, wo do, and wo air doiu this tiling 
fer a quarantine agin the brand uv morals 
you fellers kcop on tap in that town. Tex­
as ain’t no paradise, but it ain’t no New 
York nutlier. Now you git, mister, aud, 
boys, a pull all together on that tharropo!”  
—New York Sun.
Souegamblq was so called because it lay 
between the rivers Senegal and Gambia.
RANGELEY LAKES
Local Paragraphs.
Thursday night’ s rain was a soaker! 
Mrs. Lyman Huntoon-is improving in 
health.
A Word with the Guides
Herbert Vining, of Avon, is working for 
A. J. Haley.
Mrs. Ira Hoar is rapidly recovering her 
health and strength.
Lester Thompson has again .joined the 
ranks of the wheelmen.
S omething of Interest  to E very  M em -
The Tibbetts shop on Main street is rap­
idly. nearing completion.
Thursday’ s thunder storm broke up tele­
phonic communication while it lasted.
Natt Ellis says the summer season is 
surely started. The rush for soda water 
has commenced.
Ladon, the Japanese juggler, does a 
wonderful act, and has no equal in his 
line of business.
Mrs. Adelphus Parker, of Phillips, and 
Mrs. Selden Keene, of Phillips, have been 
the guests of Mrs. Chas. Quimby this week.
The Mullen & Eagleton Specialty Com­
pany travel with their own team of pure 
Arabian horses.
BER OF THE FRATERNITY.
Appreciating the fact that the guides 
of the Rangeley Lakes Region are already 
at work in our behalf, and wishing to reward
Rangeley Masons are talking of organiz­
ing a lodge,as the local Fraternity is grow­
ing to proportions which seem to justify 
such a move. It would be a good thing.
R a n g e l e y  L a k e s ’ offer to the guides 
has set the fraternity to hustling. A num­
ber of them have made a beginning, and 
others are laying their plans to do so.
Walter Twombly found a loon’s nest at 
South Bog, the eggs from which were shown 
R a n g e l e y  L a k e s . Mr. Dixon’s advertise­
ment last week started out a lot of nest 
seekers.
A. J. Haley has just enough men working 
for him on the Belcher cottage to make 
two full boat craws, and the result is some 
vei-y lively races between the two on their 
way up to the city.
Hear Prof. Chas. Eagleton and his noted 
Silver Band at noon, with the Mullen & 
Eagleton Star Specialty Co., then decide 
to get your tickets before the best seats 
are taken.
Woi'd comes from Rumfoi’d Falls, that 
the contract to build the railroad from 
Houghton’s in Byi’on to Bemis, a distance 
of about a dozen miles, has been let to Con­
tractor Nelson of New Jersey. \Vork will 
be commenced as soon as possible and 
pushed with utmost speed.
Prof. Geoi'ge F. Towle, of Canton was 
in Rangeley last week, for the purpose of 
tuning the piano at Maneskootuk. While 
lxei'e he met many of his old friends who 
were all pleased to see him. It is possible 
that he may return later for a few days’ 
visit. Then prepare for hops.
them for their efforts, 
furnish an incentive to 
lishers of R angeley 
lowing offer:--
and at the same time 
further labor, the pub- 
L akes make the fol-
T o  the guide who brings us in, before 
the 1st of January, 1896, the largest number 
of yearly subscriptions (over twenty-five) to 
R angeley L akes, we will make a present 
of one those $35.00 painted boats, made by 
either C. W . Barrett, H. W . Loomis or 
Baker Tufts, as the winning guide may se­
lect. Guides contesting for this prize will 
bear in mind that all names submitted by 
them must be those of visiting tourists oro
B ert H errick has a singular fa cu lty  fo r  
remem bering the names and addresses of 
the sportsm en w hom  he has guided. He 
dropped in to  the office o f the R a n g e le y  
L akes  the other day, and w ith ou t the aid 
o f m em oranda of any sort,g a v e  us tw enty- 
five addresses, scattered through a score 
o f states.
sportsmen and not local 
proprietors reserve the right 
all names on this count.
residents. The 
to reject any or
Charlie George, the Assyrian peddler, 
who has so many fi’iends in Franklin coun­
ty, met with a disastrous accident last 
week. To tell it in his own language, it 
was something like this: “ I have livei-y 
team. 1 call at house this side Mountain 
View. I show woman jewelry. She say 
she no wish buy anything that sort, so 1 
show her some others. I talk awhile and 
then go back to my team. When I get 
where I leave team, it not thei'e. I look 
all round no sec it any where. Then I 
think it might have gone back to village, 
so I run pretty near mile, but I no find it. 
Then I go back and see my horse in pasture, 
way up on hill. He bi’eak away .and run 
to pastui’e and I find everything all scattei’- 
ed in grass and bushes. Lots of things I 
don't find at all. I lose jewelry and things 
that cost me £40, and then I don’ t know 
what the livery man he charge me for fixing 
the wagon.”
Blank receipts for taking subscriptions 
will be furnished to all guides who call at 
the office or address us by mail.
Any further information will be cheer­
fully furnished upon application.
N O W , W H O  G E T S  T H E  B O A T ?
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HE CRAVED ONIONS.
Likewise a Something to K ill the After 
Effects of the Fruit.
■ynclc Jerry Rusk, when secretary of ag­
riculture, met a friend in Fifteenth street, 
Washington, one day. The friend looked 
puzzled and somewhat depressed.
“ What’s the matter with you?”  asked 
Uncle Jerry.
“ I ’m in a quandary about an important 
matter,”  said the friend. “ Maybe you can 
help mo out. ’ ’
“ Well,”  said the secretary, “ what is it?”
“ Idon ’tknow ,”  said the friend, “ wheth­
er I  ever told you that I am subject at in­
tervals to the wildest craving for beefsteak 
and onions. It has all the characteristics 
of a confirmed drunkard’s craving for rum. 
This ci-aving struck me a few moments 
ago, and I at once determined to gratify it 
when dinner time came. Then I suddenly 
recalled that I had promised to call this 
evening on some ladies who aro here from 
my home, and I must keep that promise. 
Yet my stomach is shouting for beefsteak 
and onions, and I am wavering between 
duty and appetite.”
“ Can’t you wait until after tho call?” 
asked Unclo Jerry solicitously.
“ Never,”  said the friend earnestly.
“ Can’t you postpono the call?”
“ Impossible,”  said the friend.
“ Well,”  said Uncle Jerry, “ I ’ll tell you 
what to do. When dinner time comes, you 
go up to John Chamberlin’s and get your 
beefsteak and onions and eat ’em. When 
you got your check, it will be so big that 
It will tako your breath away.” —New 
York World.
Japan’s Hairy Aboriginals.
The only known race of human beings 
which have their bodies entirely covered 
with hair of varying lengths is the so 
called “ dog men”  or “ hairy Ainos”  of 
the Yezo group of islands, the most north­
erly possessions of the empire of Japan, 
ifhe whole Aino population, according to 
the very latest Japanese census, is composed 
of about 18,000 people, less than half of 
whom aro pure bred. They are dwarfs in 
stature, the average man measuring only 
about 4 feet 9 inches and the woman about 
4 feet 2 inches. Their heads are small and 
slope sharply backward. They have very- 
large moutiis and thick, full lips. The up­
per lip is oxtremely long and the chin 
found and short. They are all round oddi­
ties of the oddest sort, but their most 
marked peculiarity lies in the hairy cover­
ing of their bodies, arms and legs. In the 
majority of the adults, female as well as 
.males, tho lmir is thick, black and wavy 
and inclined to arrange itself in tufts or 
bunch curls. The hair is sufficiently thick 
to conceal the skin over tho entire body, 
but is heaviest on the back, breast, thighs 
and forearms. The black color predomi­
nates, but Dr. Landor Savage mentions, 
seeing a few men and women with reddish 
hair and beard.—St. Louis Republic,
How to W alk Up Stairs.
‘ ‘ There are but few persons who know 
how to walk up stairs properly,”  said a 
well known physician. “ Usually a person 
will tread on tho ball of his foot in taking 
each step, springing himself up to the next 
step. Tliis is very tiresome and wearing 
on tho muscles, as it throws tiie entire 
suspended weight of the body on the mus­
cles of the legs and feet. You should in 
walking or climbing stairs seek for the 
most equal distribution of the body’s 
weight possible. In walking up stairs your 
feet should be placed squarely down on 
the step, heel and all, and then the work 
should be performed slowly and deliber­
ately. In this way there is no strain upon 
any particular muscle, but each one is do­
ing its duty in a natural manner. The 
man who goes up stairs with a springing 
step you may be sure is no philosopher, or 
at least his reasoning has not been direct­
ed to that subject.” —Philadelphia Times.
Indian Chiluren.
Harriet Maxwell Converse, wlio is an 
authority on Indian life and history and 
is an honorary chief herself, tells me that 
the Iixdians never punish their children 
nor beat their horses. ‘ ‘ When the child has 
disobeyed, he is allowed to think it over 
and reason the thing out for himself, as 
the Indians believe that an error in judg­
ment is as likely to spring from a child as 
a grown person, and that the intentions 
are not necessarily bad,”  said Mrs. Con­
verse. ‘ 1 Their patience with their children 
is worthy of emulation among the whites, 
I can assure you.” —jfrew York World.
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Published every Thursday morning, by the
Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,
HARRY P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL, 
Editors and Proprietors.
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post Office 
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The RANGELEY LAKES is
The Best Advertising Medium!
W H Y ?
BECAUSE the people like to read it, and do 
not subscribe on the principle that i t 's  the 
only one there is.
BECAUSE it is the best that first-class mate­
rial and first-class workmanship can produce.
BECAUSE it fully covers the whole Rangeley 
region, and reaches out among sportsmen 
everywhere.
If these points do not convince you that it 
will pay you to have your advertisement in the 
Rangeley Lakes, we have still other argu­
ments which will hitayour case See if we 
haven't.
R a n g e l e y , M e., T h ursday , J une  20. 1805.
T h e  Dead River Road.
As has been previously announced in 
R a n g e le y  L a k e s , work has been com­
menced on the road from Rangeley to 
Dead River Station, and there is money 
enough to be expended upon it to make 
a first-class carriage road its entire dis­
tance. The importance of this road, to 
Rangeley. is very great. It opens to it, 
as the nearest market, all of the vast 
Dead River country, and its completion 
will inaugurate a business boom for this 
whole section.
It is to benefit all classes,—not the mer­
chant and business man alone, but each 
and every individual gets a share. It will 
bring more people to Rangeley, and the 
dollars paid to hotels, merchants and 
others are not tied up and put away in 
old stockings; but are used by them to 
pay the farmers for the products they 
raise.
It will be a great boon to commercial 
men. At present ..they make a special trip 
from Phillips to get Rangeley business. 
There is nothing on the road between the 
two points—no side trips from Rangeley— 
a sixty mile journey for one town. With 
the road open, livery teams will be in 
demand, and Rangeley will become the 
starting place for the Dead River regions.
It will unite the two sections more 
closely, and both will be the gainer there­
by. Farms will be opened along the road, 
farm houses built, and within a few years 
what is now a wilderness will be a lovely 
drive through a prosperous farming dis­
trict. Let the good work go on.
’TWIXT YOU AND ME.
One of The Times.
There are times when man would be alone.
Far from the madding crowd,
Where he his privacy can own 
And think his thoughts out loud.
One o f these times, without a doubt,
Is when he first bestrides 
A bike, and neighbors all com e out 
To see how well he rides.
—Kansas City Journal.
By the way. I haven’ t heard much of 
the Summer Girl, this season. Have you?
The Saratoga is gaining on the rod case, 
and in time the latter will give way to the 
rifle and hunting traps.
The best evidence that this is a busy 
season, is the fact that the guides have had 
no time to loaf; and they’re no less num­
erous than usual.
C. D. Capen and family arrived Saturday, 
and opened their cottage at Murray Hill! 
Soon they will flock in great numbers to 
this popular resort.—East Boothbay corres­
pondence of Boothbay Register.
Mr. Capen must have a numerous prog­
eny.
When someone discovers a new or name­
less pond I have a name in readiness for it. 
It is one I came across the other day, and, 
though it may seem rather long at first 
sight, it is an infant compared with some 
of the Maine jawbreakers. Here it is: 
Y i-shee-ma-si t-me-ro-pra-n a-ba-ch ai-ya- 
pra-na-ba-chai-ya-yi-shee-ma-sit.
The bicycle has its enemies as well as its 
friends, and though the latter far outnum­
ber the former, the enemy once in a while 
says a bright thing in support of their 
views. Here is a paragraph from the pen 
of Mr. Z. T. Haines in the Belfast Journel: 
“ There goes a fellow with a bicycle (not 
bisickle) walking up hill because he must, 
and down hill for fear of a “ header.”  
How much improvement is that on the 
use of the legs wi tli a companion pedes­
trian for sociality standing and stalking 
unhumped like a man and not like a mon­
key! Or on a horse who feels his oats! Or 
in a buggy with somebody to share the 
joy of an outing in June! The wheel fad 
is in the ascendant, but it has had its day 
with many and it will go into desuetude 
with rolling skates.”
A Boston jeweler says that there is 
character revealed in the jewelry of the 
present season, when worn by the summer 
girl. The summer decorations confine 
themselves to cufE-buttons, shirt-studs, 
and belt buckle. “ Now, this is the way 
you tell,”  said the jeweler; “ when a soft- 
eyed maiden, with a heart full of sentiment 
asks to look at shirt-studs, we show her 
eupidlike designs. The college girl takes 
the college colors of her best young man 
enamelled onto the gold. The strong- 
minded girl wants a plain opal setting; 
the athletic girl takes sporty designs, such 
as oars, tennis rackets, bicycle design or 
golfing stocks. The piazza girl likes 
something very dainty and feminine, such 
as floral designs studded with gems.”
The Prince of Wales’ Cigars.
‘ ‘ The most expensive cigars smoked reg­
ularly by one customer,”  said a traveling 
man, “ are those which are manufactured 
expressly for the Prince of Wales. I was 
in Havana some time ago and became ac­
quainted with a gentleman who was con­
nected with one of the large cigar manu­
facturing firms of that city, who told me 
the facts. The prince pays 8900 a thou­
sand for his cigars, or 90 cents apiece at 
wholesale, and smokes no others. The to­
bacco is the product of a certain planta­
tion, growing a small quantity of leaf of a 
very superior variety, which is made up 
almost entirely for royal palates. I pur­
chased one of these cigars, just to bo able 
to say that I had smoked the prince’s 
brand. It was a larger cigar than those 
which are usually sold in the American 
market, and the flavor was fine, but I must 
confess I could not extract 90 cents’ worth 
of satisfaction out of my investment. I 
have smoked cigars retailing at two for a 
quarter that pleased me just as well.” — 
Washington Post.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
H. W. True was at Redington, Tuesday.
Mr. Noble and daughter, Mrs. Palmer, 
from Paris, are visiting at J. B. Noble’s.
Mrs. Minnie Goodwin Landers, passed 
Sunday, at Stratton, with her husband.
The latest report has it that the “ Boys’ 
Camp”  is to occupy the Elmwood this 
summer.
Mrs. S. W. Bates will serve hot dinner’s 
in Bates Hall, the day of the Circus and 
July 4th.
Mr.Chas. Bonney, of Cambridge, Mass., 
well known in Phillips, is to be married, 
the 26th of June. Congratulations!
The King’s Daughters, meet Friday even­
ing with the Misses Toothaker, at the 
Upper village.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood, Louise and the 
baity, find Mrs. Hescock, drove to East 
Wilton Monday.
Mrs. S. W. Bates will serve one of her 
famous Bates Hall dinners on the day of 
the circus, and another on July 4th.
The sad news of the death of Fred Ham­
den. reaches us just as we go to press. We 
extend our deepest sympathies to the be­
reaved family in their great affliction.
The democrats, generally in town, are 
wearing a broad smile over the downfall 
of Col. Charley Morton. Some how it 
would seem that Phillips is not any behind 
other towns in the State, in this particular 
feeling.
Mr. Ephraim C. Staples, an old resident, 
died suddenly Friday afternoon. He had 
been cultivating in his field, came into the 
house, and shortly after, fell and expired 
instantly. Funeral services Sunday, Rev. 
Mr. Nottage officiating.
On a pleasant spring evening, as one is 
walking or riding, the attention is often 
attracted by the flocks of swallows, that 
circle swiftly and gracefully, through the 
air. This is the poetical side, but to the 
weary householder, there is another and 
darker view, as the following " o ’er time 
tale”  will show. In a certain house, pro­
vided with three tall chimneys, these birds 
have made themselves so much at home, 
as to nearly obstruct the draft, in two of 
them. To be sure fires are seldom needed; 
but when they are, ’ tis provoking to be 
met with clouds of smoke, where smoke 
was unheard of before. In one room is a 
fireplace, and on a recent day, a strange 
rumblingwas heard,followed by the descent 
of a swallow, who at once flew to a win­
dow. Since then, no less than four more, 
have made their appearance, and the rum­
bling is still heard at intervales. Another 
year, this particular family, will follow 
the example of a certain wise woman in 
town, who applied the “ ounce of preven­
tion”  this spring, in the form of wire net­
ting over the chimneys. At present, they 
are only “ waiting, “ till the swallows home­
ward fly.”
Taking Care of the Cat.
Where tho presence of any kind of poison 
is suspected prompt and energetic action is 
necessary. A liberal dose of lukewarm 
water, slightly salted, will almost always 
act as an emetic, but when the case is ur­
gent it is better to administer at once a 
generous quantity of sweet oil or melted 
lard. After such an experience tho cat 
will usually need a course of cod liver oil 
and a generous diet, and if there seems to 
bo resultant inflammation of tho stomach 
—the symptoms of which are frequent 
vomiting and refusal of food—one grain of 
trianitrate of bismuth twice a day will be 
found beneficial.
A  little powdered sulphur made into a 
paste with lard or unsalted butter and 
smeared upon the front paws now and then 
is an excellent thing to keep a cat in good 
condition, but care should be taken that 
there is no exposure to cold or wet until 
after the effects of the medicine have passed 
off. Raw meat should never be given 
save in cases where other food is refused 
and it is necessary to build up the system; 
then it should be given iu small quanti­
ties and bo perfectly fresh and free from 
fat.—Florence Percy Matheson in Ladies’ 
Home Journal.
GENIUS, WORK AND DISEASE.
Successful Generals W ho Studied Their 
Battles In Advance.
Genius, say some, is but a capacity for 
hard work. This is not a wholo truth. 
There must be work in accordance with 
law. The minor who digs for gold on the 
seashore will never find it, though ho dig 
ever so laboriously, but if he study gold 
and tho geologic strata in which it lives 
he has begun to put himself into harmony 
with law. Mere work, unless properly di­
rected, is like riding a hobby horse—there 
is energy and motion, but no progress.
For years Napoleon was living in minia­
ture the battles he was to fight, analyzing 
strategic moves and positions and train­
ing his mind to thus grasp a new situa­
tion on the instant. Von Moltke studied 
the military topography of all Euorpe, and 
with marvelous foresight thought out how 
to win. His victory was no triumph of 
mero fortune or special inspiration. It 
was but the logical outcome of his trained 
mind, and a trained mind ever lights the 
torch of its own inspiration. Leonardo da 
Vinci always carried in his girdle his 
sketchbook in his walks in Florence, con­
stantly looking for picturesque faces. “ In 
the silence of tho night, ’ ’ ho would counsel 
himself, “ recall the ideas of the things you 
have studied, design iu your spirit the 
contours and outlines of tho figures you 
have seen during the day.”
Thcro is a theory held by scientists that 
genius comes from disease. Disease, in ­
sanity, depravity and other failings often 
do occur as consequents due to ovcrconcen- 
tratiou or misuse of powers, but they do 
not create genius any more than the vul­
tures of the plains create tho carcass upon 
which they feed. The genius, too, being 
of finer mental material, is more likely to 
show a flaw, as Dresden china reveals a 
mark not noticeable in a red clay flower 
pot. Iu support of the diseaso theory the 
most insignificant, commonplace ailments 
of ordinary humanity, when found in gen­
ius, are magnified and exaggerated. The 
weaknesses thus pointed out are, it is 
worth noting, usually shown in the part of 
mind or of body wliero the genius was not 
exercised.—New Science fteview.
This Space Is reserved for
P H I L L I P S ,  M  l IN K ,
W ho will comm ence next week to tell you all 
about the
Fine Line of Carriages
W hich he is selling at prices j which will inter­
est the careful buyer. ~T~ f~~f c.TJ g A 9
He will also have a word to say concerning
His First-Class Livery Stable.
CELEBRATION AT PHILLIPS, 'Mif
At TOOTH AKER P A R K , Thursday, July 4, 
at l P . M., Sharp, under the management o f 
the North Franklin Agricultural Society.j’lmsns:
TH R E E  M INUTE Class, pace and trot. $ 7.7.
F R E E  FOR ALL, pace and tro t........ $1<M),
R UN NINO RAPE, to  saddle....................$XJ>.
Divided—60, 25. 15 and 10 per cent. 
Conditions.—Four to enter and three to 
start. Mile heats, except running race, which 
will be half mile heats, best 2 In 3. Any horse 
distancing field entitled to  first money only. 
Entrance o f five per cent, from those winning 
money. Trustees reserve the right to cancel 
the races if the weather is unfavorable. Na­
tional Rule:; to govern Races best 3 in 5 to 
harness. Entries close June 29. at 9 1’ . M. All 
entries to  be made to the Secretary: P. O. ad­
dress. Phillips. Me.
DANCE AT DATES' HALL, in the evening. 
Excursion Rates over Sandy River. Phillips 
& Rangely and Franklin & Megantic railroads. 
Round trip from Farmington to Phillips. 75 cts.. 
Strong, 30 ots.: Rangeley. 81 00: Redington. 75 
cts.: Kingfleld and intermediate stations to 






CAM P AND COTTAGE.
S. G. Haley, was at his Cottage. Friday 
last.
C. E. Parker, was at his Cottage, Camp 
Winona, Long Pond, a few days last week.
W. A. Faunce and family, of Atlantic 
City, N. J., are at Camp Tim for a few
WEEKLY REGISTER.
[T ran scribed  from  th e  RANGELEY LAKE 
HOUSE R egister.]
Many fish and many good ones, are 
being caught in and about the “ city”  cove.
P. G. VanZandt, Esq.,of New York City, 
with Geo. Hen. Huntoon as guide, took a 
handsome 51b. trout just off the point of 
the cove, Tuesday P. M.
Last week Mrs. L. F. Hoyt, of Phillips, 
and Miss HellenL. Searles, of Farmington, 
visited Mrs. Hoyt’s sister, Mrs. H. W. 
Hoar, at Mingo farm; and from one day’s 
fishing they caught ten trout; H. W. 
Hoar, guide. M. H.
Here is a deer and bear story, all in one. 
Geo. D. Huntoon was out with a party 
from Stoneham, Mass., the first of the 
week. They were trolling along the shore 
of the Hayno farm, when suddenly, a deer 
bounded into view from the woods. With 
a quick scamper it crossed the pasture. 
The cows which were feeding, paid no at­
tention to this visitor, but in a moment, a 
large bear trotted out of the bushes. No 
sooner did the bovines catc’ sight of the 
new intruder, than there was a wild stam­
pede. The bear followed them for a time, 
but soon gave up the chase, and took its 
back tracks to the woods. And all this, 
within a mile of Rangeley village.
Homesick for T r o u t  Fishing.
S t . James, M in n ., June 6, 1895. 
To the editors of Rangeley Lakes.
The sample copy of the R angeley 
L akes reached me this afternoon. While 
resting, I read several pages of it before 
coming to the editorial, and wondered if 
the Editor was any body I knew. After 
reading the salutatory, I read the rest even 
more carefully. Thank you for the copy. I 
wish you success. It makes me homesick 
to read so much about trout fishing. We 
have good fishing here, and such fish as a- 
bound in these waters are plentiful, such as 
pickerel, pike, perch, bass, croppies, sunfish 
bull heads etc, etc., but they uaint trout”  as 
boys say. How I wish I could once more 
cut an alder pole, and with a good box of 
angleworms, such as I used to get in Rufus 
Brett’ s garden, fish the old Beau Brook, 
Crosby’s Mill Stream, Pleasant Valley 
Brook, Salem Mill Stream, Dickey Brook, 
Norton Brook, Rapid Stream and others 
I used to visit in my boyhood days. I can 
hardly imagine Rangeley as a thriving lit­
tle city. Some thirty years ago I made my 
first visit to those famed waters, though 
to tell the truth, I went fully as much to 
see a “ school maam”  as to go a fishing. 
E. D. Dyer went with me. Well I remem­
ber the hard pull we had rounding a point 
with a hard head wind, when a row-lock 
broke, and one had to use the oar as a pad­
dle, while the other rowed with the re­
maining oar. For three hours we pulled 
as hard as ever two mortals did, and finally 
with blistered hands, got back to Indian 
Rock, where we got the boat.
Again wishing you success in your new 
enterprise, and thanking you for remember­
ing me, I remain
Your old friend, C. A. B o st o n .
N ew  Y o k k , June 15, 1895. 
M y D eal M a r tin :
I see the new paper “ R angeley  L akes”  
offers a prize to the Guide getting the larg­
est number of subscriptions. I enclose 
check for 8L00 and will ask you to have the 
paper sent for 1 year to
F. H. B angs,
739 Broadway, New York.
R a n g e l e y , M a in e , June 18. 
To the Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
Ho thought of his guide, even in that big 
ch v M a rt in  L. F u l l e r .
Ind ian Rocli.
Bishop Nealy, of Portland, and Prof. 
Chester, of New Jersey, are at the Oquossoc 
Angling Association Club House.
An E arly M orn ing A dven tu re.
R a n g e l e y  M e ., June 18, 1895. 
To Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
The crew of workmen that went to the 
Saddleback Pond Camps to finish the 
camps of Martin L. Fuller, report an un­
usually good time. At the close of the 
day they would go out in the boats and, 
with a fly-rod, in twenty minutes, would 
catch all the trout they wanted for sup­
per.
Two of the crew, Ben Gile and Jim Wil­
cox, were guides. One morning Ben woke 
up at day light, and heard a crunching 
noise, and punched Jim and said:
“ Jim! Jim!! James!!!”
“ What do you want?”  said Jim.
“ What is that chawing?”  asked Ben.
“ Let’s get the artillery and go and see,”  
answered Jim.
They got up, and in an unfinished camp 
a large hedgehog was found.
“ Oh! Jim, see that pesky quill-pig 
chawing Martin’s foreplane! I wonder if 
he has eaten up the shingle nails and the 
cross-cut saw,”  exclaimed Ben.
They drove him out of the camp and 
went back to bed, after putting the tools 
into the chest. The boys think it is a 
good plan to shut the camp doors at 
night. A m ong  t h e  C louds.
BEER FRpM BANANAS.
How Natives of the Dark Continent Make 
Their Spirituous Beverages.
To the natives of Africa of the present 
time beer prepared from malt and hops is 
unknown. Yet there exists no lack of in- 
tckicating beverages among the sons of the 
dark continent. They are not required to 
wait for the fire water of the Europeans to 
be sent to them. They understand how to 
prepare spirituous beverage* of their own, 
and they also become intoxicated by them. 
The Africans make wine and beer, but 
neither grape juice is used for the former 
nor malt extract for til? latter. Palm 
leaves of different kinds, bananas and 
millet furnish the raw materials.
Palm wine is made from the sap oozing 
from tho cut off blossom stems of the oily 
palm tree and of the cocoa tree. It is a 
pleasant, refreshing beverage and suffi­
ciently known. From the fruit of the 
banana tree a beverage is made in Africa 
which they drink there as wine or beer.
Banana beer is chiefly used by the na­
tives of Uganda, a country bordering on 
Lake Victoria. The people there are fond 
of such beer, and when Emin Pasha went 
to Rubaga to meet King Mtesa he wrote 
in his diary, “ This is a real beer trip, from 
village to village, or rather from beer pot 
to beer pot, we are marching on. ”
In that country the manufacture of the 
banana beverage is very extensive. Dr. 
Felkin, an English physician, who former­
ly lived there, describes the different kinds 
of the banana beverages. He makes a dis­
tinction between banana beer and banana 
wine.
According to his description, “ mubisi, ”  
a cooling banana wine, is manufactured in 
the following manner: A big hole is dug 
in the ground, lined with banana leaves, 
filled with unripe bananas and kept cov­
ered by mats and earth until tho fruit has 
become completely ripe. Then the bananas 
are slit, mixed with fine hay and placed 
in a large, boatlike, wooden trough, which 
at one end has an emptying pipe.
After the addition of some water the 
wholo is thoroughly mixed by the hand 
or by short wooden sticks. Thereupon tho 
trough is coverod with banana leaves, and 
tho mixture is left standing for about one 
or two hours. After the expiration of that 
time it is taken out, and through glass 
sieves poured into large calabashes. It is 
then ready for use and represents a sweet, 
agreeable and not intoxicating beverage. 
But if the “ mubisi”  is left standing for 
three days it undergoes a fermentation 
and becomes a slightly acid, refreshing 
beverage, which is strongly intoxicating. 
—Chicago Tirnes-Herald.
-weeks.
Prof. S. R. Morse and Mrs. Morse, are 
at their cottage, Marsquamosy. for a few 
weeks.
Mr. N. U. Hinkley was at Anglewood, 
over Sunday. Mrs. Hinkley, who has been 
visiting Mrs. Noble, returned with him.
Camp Burnside, on Long Pond, has been 
occupied the past week by Elbridge Dill 
and wife, C. R. Bangs and wife, of Phillips, 
and Joseph N. Fairbanks and wife, of Still­
water, Minnesota. Trout were shy biters, 
but the red sides were running, and they 
secured all the fish they wanted.
C. E. Richardson, is keeping the hearth­
stone warm at Wild Rose Cottage, S. G. 
Haley’ s, Sandy River Ponds. He finds very 
few trout at just this time, but great lus­
cious frogs legs grace his table very fre- 
puently. He employs his spare hours in 
making rustic chairs and settees, one of the 
latter being very pretty. He sees deer very 
frequently, and says there are more of them 
than in previous years.
The porch divan is now a feature of the 
summer home. It is easily constructed of 
a spring cot with the legs sawed down 
and a mattress laid over it. This mat­
tress may have a simple valance of the 
bed ticking, or it may have an extra cover 
of blue denim. A dozen good pillows with 
washable covers, preferably of Japanese 
material, make the couch complete. A 
tea table of willowware and some porch 
rockers, the whole concealed by Japanese 
curtains hung between posts of the porch, 
help to convert the porch into an out-door 
room.
Hector, Miss Georgine Wilbur’s New­
foundland dog, is a very intelligent beast. 
He is often taken to the camp, by members 
of the family, and greatly enjoys it, but he 
also wishes to take in all trips, that are 
made from the Cottage. When it is desired 
that he remain behind, he is shut up, till 
it is supposed he has forgotten the prepar­
ations that have been made, and those who 
have gone, are too far for him to follow. 
Recently, Mr. Wilbur was to take the train 
at Rangeley, for Phillips, rowing down the 
lake. The dog was shut up for some time, 
and then liberated, and was at the Station 
platform, to welcome Mr. W. on his arrival.
Letter E.
The Rumford Falls Pulp Co. are success­
ful in buying out the settlers in Letter E. 
There are but two farms left, and ere this 
they may have been secured. Mr. Petten- 
gill, Agent of the Company, and N. B. 
Beal, Esq., of Phillips, were here last week. 
The object is to get possession of the 
farms and have the organization as a 
Plantation given up and thus lesson taxes.
Public N otice,
0 U I M B Y  P O N D .
P ublic Hearing  by  Commissioners of In­
land F isheries and Game.
This is to give due notice that upon petition 
o f H A. Furbish and eighteen others, beingfive 
or more citizens o f the state, residents of 
Rangeley in the county o f Franklin and state 
o f Maine, praying that all persons may be pro­
hibited from taking more than tw elve trout 
and salmon from Quimby Pond in said Rangeley 
in any one day, and to  regulate the number or 
quantity o f fish any person may take in any one 
day; The Commissioners will hold a public hear­
ing, on the 2nd day of July A. D. 1895, at ten 
o ’clock  in the forenoon, at Marble’s Hotel, so 
called, in said Rangeley, in the locality to be 
effected; at which time and place all persons 
interested may be heard.
THOS. H. WENTWORTH. Ch air m a n .
For the Commissioners.
W ednesday, June 12.
A. S. Pattee, Lewiston.
C. E. Beedy. Do.
W . B. Adee. Portland.
C. M. Cushing, N. Weymouth, Mass.
P. G. Vatzandt and Wife. New York.
S. H. Fairfield. No. Adams, Mass.
C. H. Cutting. Do.
T. S. Rice. Cambridgeport.
June 13.
L. A. Sadade, Catasauqua, Pa.
George B. Brown and W ife. Boston.
James Sears,Jr. Do.
D. W. Farquhar, Do.
Wm. J. Farquhar, New York.
W . H. Ames and W ife. Portland.
H. H. Pease and W ife. Do.
George F. Towle, Canton. Me.
Mrs. H. C. Kennedy, Child and maid, Brooklyn.
Miss Bessie M. Beede, Philadelphia.
June 14.
Chas E. Billings, Hartford.
G. G. Williams. Do.
F. A. Hart, Do.
A. L. Webster, New York.
H. A. Nealy. Portland.
G. F. Eaton. Do.
H. Ricker. Lewiston.
June 15.
I. D. Beacham, New York.
E. W . Hyde, Bath.
Arthur S. Bosworth, Portland.
W . A. Littlefield and W ife. Do.
Alice M Littlefield. Do.
Frank E. Granger. Boston.
G. H. Dana, Do.
C. S. Marston, Farmington, Me.
C. W. Whitney, Troy, N. H.
Arthur W . Jones, Portland.
W . S. Eaton and W ife, Do.
June 16.
J. W. Brackett, Philliys.
C .R . Shorey, Agent, Mullen&Eagleton’s Show
A. F. Lamb, Providence.
E. E. Taylor Boston.
Dr. J, S. Howe and W ife. Do.
S. G. Train and wife, Do.
June 17.
Wm. H. Hill. Boston.
Elias Thomas. Portland.
Col. D. Porter Heay, U‘ S. Army.
Dr. H. S. T. Harris. Do.
Capt. Robt. M. Rogers Do.
John Burt an, Philadelphia.
Wm. K. Harris, Do.
Jno. W estcutt, Do.
Jos. A. Dinneanger. Portland.
Chas. O. Lord. Do.
E- J. Brackett, !Do.
C. S. Towle, Do.
W alter F. Sherridan. New York.
Adon Smith, DO.
G. E. Evans, Do.
R. R. Gemmel, Do.
Ed Page. Bangor.
Wm. J. Stewart, Boston.
E. Kirtland, New York.
J. M. Phillips and W ife. Boston.
W . H. Gay, Portland.
Jas. Campbell, King & Bartlett.
H. M. Pierce, Do.
C. M. Cushing. No. Weymouth.
June 18.
Joseph Price and W ife, Salem, Mass.
Miss Mary D. Price, Do.
Miss Clara Price. Do.
Wm. G. Ellis, Gardiner, Me.
Arthur V. W ilcox. Paris, France.
S. G. Parsons, Boston.
A. J. Hodgsdon. Do.
F. B. Estes. Portland.
E. R. Files, Do.
W . H. Reavey, Jr. Lewiston.
D a lla s .
George E. Collins cut his hand badly 
Monday.
John Lowell, asks sportsmen to point 
their guns in some other direction tnan at 
him, when they are shooting crows. Per­
haps he would be safer not to have the 
change made.
Fred Raymond was badly injured Tues­
day by the speed wheel of a horse power 
bursting, one piece struck him in the face, 
cutting it badly and knocking out a tooth, 
another cracked the hone of one arm. He 
will be laid up for a few days.
() RANGELEY LAKES
GAME IN GERMANY.
SYSTEM ATIC  W AY IN W HICH H U N T  
ING IS MANAGED THERE.
Preserves Which Furnish Sport In Abun
dance and Bring a Large Revenue to the
Agricultural Classes—All Hunters Musi
Purchase Licenses.
In Prussia the game law allows the own 
er of every piece of land that is inclosed by 
a fence or wall the right to shoot birds 01 
animals on it or to rent the privilege out 
to those from the towns and cities. All 
of the land less than 200 acres in extent 
which is not inclosed may.belong to one 
according to law, but the shooting privi­
lege is owned by the commune in which 
the land is located. The result is that 
there is not free and indiscriminate hunt­
ing. The sportsmen from the towns oi 
cities, however, for a mere nominal rent 
can find excellent hunting by hiring from 
any of the farmers along the line of the 
railroads. The game is generally preserved 
and fed by the farmer until the shooting 
season, for the abundance of the game de­
termines largely the price he can obtain 
for the shooting privilege. A great deal of 
the shooting land is owned by the farmers, 
who do not inclose it, and the communal 
authorities usually have the renting of the 
shooting privileges. These renting privi­
leges amount to many millions of marks 
every year, and they constitute a very im­
portant revenue of the agricultural class. 
The communal authorities credit to each 
farmer his due share of the aggregate rent­
al in proportion to the area of his land.
Tho leases of the shooting privileges are 
usually from 6 to 9 or 12 years, and by 
furnishing proper financial guarantee that 
the rent will be paid the privilege goes to 
the highest bidder at a public auction, 
th e  club or individual leasing the land 
then assumes all responsibility, both as to 
the rearing and preservation of the game 
and to the damage done to growing crops, 
tw o  communal assessors determine the 
amount of damage done to farm crops by 
the hares, birds or deer, and they levy the 
tax to be paid to the farmers. Generally a 
local gamekeeper watches over the small 
preserve to see that the game is not mo­
lested.
The great principle which has been in­
culcated by this system is that the game 
birds are just as much private property as 
the poultry or cattle of the farmer and that 
it is just as punishable an offense to kill 
them without power from the authorities 
as it is to rob a henroost or kill a farmer’s 
cow or pig. A  long course of public edu­
cation would be required in this country 
before people could be induced to look upon 
wild game in this light. Naturally there 
is poaching in Germany the same as there 
is chicken stealing in America, but it is 
doubtful if the former is much more gen­
eral than tho latter. Moreover, by this 
system the farmer’s crops are protected 
from all injury by irresponsible depreda­
tors in search of game. The law forbids 
hunting on the farms when the crops are 
growing. The field shooting begins late 
in the faU when the crops are all harvested.
No one is allowed to wander over the 
fields with a shotgun and hunter’s accou­
terments without a licenso from the local 
authorities. Iu order to sectire a license 
the applicant must be a man in good stand­
ing and not under 18 years of age. These 
licenses to shoot on certain fields cost from 
75 cents to $3 a year. Any infraction of 
these rules is punishable by fines, confisca­
tion of tho gun and accouterments and by 
imprisonment. Poaching is thus kept 
down, and tho professional bird and ani­
mal killer is abolished.
Sportsmen who pay for shooting privi­
leges are not governed by any unwritten 
code such as prevails in America that it is 
not good form to sell their game in the 
open market. In Germany they kill the 
game for the sport, and then sell it to help 
pay for tho expenses of tho preserves. On 
some of the best preserves the returns from 
the farms more than pay all the expenses. 
Men of limited means can in this way en­
joy shooting to their heart’s content by 
using a little business shrewdness in con­
ducting a preserve. Without this system 
many lovers of the sport could not afford 
to indulge in the chase at all. Tho game 
is plentiful and very gentle when the shoot­
ing season begins, and every owner feels 
assured that the multiplication of the birds 
and animals will go on without interfer­
ence from poachers.
- The principal wild game in Germany
are the stag, the deer, Imres and rabbits, 
pheasants, partridges, snipe, woodcock, 
wild ducks, sw.ms, foxes, badgers, fish ot­
ters and many others. The hare is tho 
groat national game animal, hunted alike 
in every part of the empire by the plain, 
average German sportsman. It is a su­
perior animal, both in size and quality, to 
the common brown American rabbit. It 
does not burrow, but seeks a shelter in 
cold weather behind stones and roots of 
trees. The small animal is in great abund­
ance, and it forms a staple article of food 
for the lower classes. They are very pro­
lific, one mother often bringing out from 
15 to 24 young ones in one season. They 
are preyed upon by hawks, foxcfs and other 
enemies besides man, but they multiply so 
rapidly under the fostering care of the 
laws that in December, when the shooting 
begins, the hunters find plenty of game. 
Paris is a great market for hares, and it is 
not unusual for gamekeepers in one placo 
to order a special car each day during tho 
shooting season to send straight through 
to the French capital. In Prussia alone as 
many as 2,500,000 hares have been killed 
in one season, representing an income to 
the agricultural classes of nearly $1,500,- 000.
The gray partridge of northern Europe, 
found in considerable abundance in Ger­
many, greatly resembles our quail, only it 
is larger. It is one of the most gamy field 
birds, and its flesh is highly prized by the 
epicures. So carefully are they protected 
that they live upon the open fields and 
meadows close to the farmhouses. The 
birds bring forth two broods in one season, 
and the hunting begins in September. On 
most farms of 150 acres in extent, 200 or 
300 birds aro killed in one season, and on 
some very good ones the average score has 
run up to 1,000 birds. Toward tho end of 
the shooting season they become wilder 
and harder to bag, and considerable sports­
man’s blood is required to shoot many.— 
Country Gentleman.
TWO HANDED WHIST.
A  New Game Which Is a Great Improve­
ment Over “ Double Dummy.”
Old whist players will probably greet 
with suspicion the announcement that it 
is possible to play an interesting game of 
whist with less than four hands. “ Double 
dummy”  and “ single dummy”  were never 
popular with the votaries of this game 
They were classed with old maid and casi­
no and other games which allowed more 
or less gossip while the game was in prog­
ress and did not allow the display of any 
great amount of thought. A new game, 
however, has been introduce^ for two 
hands, which, while it undoubtedly is not 
so good as a four handed game, still is 
moderately interesting and affords a chance 
for the display of a good deal of s$ill. 
■Where this game originated the writer does 
not know. In Canada they call it “ Yan­
kee whist,”  without being able to give the 
etymological significance of the name. 
The game is played by dealing the entire 
pack to the two players. The cards are 
picked up indiscriminately, and each play­
er places in a row before him IS piles of 
cards. He begins by placing the first card 
face downward on the table, and the next 
one face upward on top of the first card 
laid down. This operation is repeated un­
til the 13 piles aro built by each player. 
This leaves 13 cards exposed on the table 
on each side, and 13 the value of which 
are not known, as the faces are turned 
downward.
The play then begins with the nondeal­
er, and the game is carried through the 
same as in an ordinary game of whist. 
As soon as the card which is exposed is 
played, and the trick on which it is played 
is taken, the card underneath is also turn­
ed up. This process finally causes all tho 
cards to be exposed, but of course not un­
til tho game is well along toward tho close. 
Consequently there is always enough un­
certainty about tho value of your oppo­
nent’s hand and the strength of your own 
to allow a good deal of conjecture and 
thoughtful playing. The game has not 
been introduced extensively at presei % 
and to many whist clubs it seems to bo 
practically unknown, and in some of them 
entirely so.—New York Tribune.
Till thou hast conquered thyself thou 
art but a slave, for it is almost as well to 
be subjected to another’s appetite as to 
thine own.—Burton.
Chromic acid was first employed as a 
caustic by Sigmund of Vienna.
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■ AMONG TH E CLOUDS.
3150 feet above the Sea. Fine Log Cabins. Large and Small Game in Abundance. This 
(1895) is the first season that this region has been opened up to sportsmen. Sure Fly Fishing 
Any Month in the Season. The exclusive lease o f the entire region is granted to a guide of 
twenty years’ experience with sportsmen. All old parties are especially invited to give my 
new place a trial. Address,
M A E T I J V  Lf. P U L L E R , P i 'o p r ie t O T , R n n /g e l e y ,  JM nina.
The S E V E N  P O N D S.
These Ponds, situated 27 miles from Rangeley, by Buckboard to K ennebago; thence (after 
crossing the lake by steamer), by good trail and row boat to Beaver pond. From Kennebago 
lake six miles by boat; thence by trail to the Meadow Grounds camp, four miles. Here is found 
excellent fly fishing and a comfortable camp. From the Meadow Grounds there is a mile and a 
half o f  boating, and a tw o and a half mile trail to Beaver pond. No party has, after visiting 
Beaver pond, disputed but what the distance as given would hold out.
ROUTE F R O M  ROSTOV .—Take Boston & Maine, Maine Central, Sandy River and Phil­
lips & Rangeley Railroads to Rangeley, and Buckboard at Rangeley for Kennebago lake.
ED. G R A N T , Rangeley, Maine.
C a m p  S a d d l e b a c k ,
A T  71/5 A 7J  R I V B R  B O N D ,
A. L. O A K E S ,  Proprietor.
Q O O D  FLY FISHING and Hunting. Brook Fishing. Pure Spring W ater. Trail to the 
summit o f Saddleback Mountain, 4,000 feet above the level o f the sea. For Circulars and
information, address, A .  I. O A K E
^ p E A M S and TP raru-
I M EET  A EE THROUGH TRAINS A T  RANGELEY.
' l  l  !
Sportsmen desiring to be carried with their baggage from the station to any given point, 
will find my team in readiness at all regular trains for their accommodation. Patronage 
solicited, and the best attention given to passengers and baggage.
G . I >. H I N P C E E Y , R o n y e l e y ,  M e .
H I N K L E Y ’S ,
This popular hotel is open for visitors at al 
times. Only a minute’s walk from the station. 
Short distance from lake steameas. Table 
well-suppled. Good beds. Terms reasonable.
E B E N  HIN
P r o p r i e t o r ,




T h e  Only Authentic M ap  
of the Region Ever 
Published.
Rangeley, : Maine.





All the W e e k ’s N ew s.
Made from Actual Surveys.
5 0  c t s .
For Sale at Office of 
Ra ngeley La tees.
Help W an ted  at O nce!
One or two girls wanted to learn the art 
of type setting.
Apply at Rangeley Lakes Office.
RANGELEY TA .AKES, <
The One th e  S tory  T e lle rs  Like.
Green’s Stage from Dead River Station,
is loaded each way.
Charlee E. Wheeler, the rod maker of 
Farmington, on Saturday last, caught a 
I634 Be togue, in Clear Water Pond. He 
manages to secure at least, one monster 
each season.
Mr. and Mrs. Thayer, who returned from 
King and Bartlett Ponds, Monday, report­
ed seeing a bull moose, and later, a cow 
moose and tv o calves. Deer are as com­
mon as crows.
Martin Fuller, has nearly completed his 
camps at Saddleback Ponds, and is now 
ready for Sportsmen. Mr. Fuller reports 
finding ice on the mountain, and ripe straw­
berries down in Dallas, last Sunday.
Willie B. Eaton, paymaster of the Red- 
ington Co., undertook last season, to keep 
run of the number of trout taken from the 
pond, at that place, ft was too much trou­
ble, and when in a few days, the number 
ran up into the hundreds, he gave it up.
Got Their Money’s Worth.
It takes a Chinaman to get the full val­
ue of his money.
Tho other morning, about 10:30 o ’clock, 
two of the Clark street colony went over to 
a State street theater, which opens its 
doors about noon and gives a continuous 
performance until 11 o ’clock at night.
They bought two tickets for seats in the 
back of the balcony, and as soon as the 
doors opened they crowded in and wen 
shown to their places.
They didn’t say much, but their eyes 
were fixed on the stage, and their hands 
were buried in tlioir sleeves. At 1 o ’clock 
they wero seen to smile faintly when two 
fluffy skirted dancers spun upon the stage. 
At 5 ^ o’clock tlioy were seen to smile the 
second time—tho dancers had come back. 
Some amusement was caused in the audi­
ence by their presence, because it is not 
usual to seo Chinamen in tho theater. 
When the players were their funniest, the 
Chinamen were their soberest. At 10 
o ’clock they wero seen to smile a third time. 
It was the third turn of tho dancers with 
tho fluffy skirts. At 11 o ’clock tho China­
men left tho theater reluctantly, having 
been there 12 hours for 15 cents each.— 
Chicago Record.
RACING A T  T H E  AQUARIUM. A MARVELOUS MEMORY.
Go-as-you-please Contests A m on g F loun­
ders, W hite  P erch  and a Biaekfish.
In one of the ponds at the aquarium at 
Castle Garden there aro, with a few other 
fish, four middle sized flounders, about a 
dozen white perch and a small biaekfish. 
They get pretty tired of lying around do­
ing nothing and every now and then start 
up and swim a sort of go-as-you-please 
race round and round the pool, keeping it 
up for an hour or more at a time. Usually 
the biggest flounder starts off, and the 
three others follow. The flounders are of­
ten seen in the order of their size, strung 
out in single file and at pretty uniform 
distances apart. The big flounder is the 
quickest swimmer of the lot and occasion­
ally gains a lap on his smaller companions.
"Very soon the white perch got interest­
ed, and they join in, following or swim­
ming with the flounders. Though smaller 
than the flounders, they are the quicker 
swimmers, and they are not at all over­
awed by tho flounders’ superior size. They 
swim ahead to win every time, and occa­
sionally they gain a lap. They may seem 
to be following with the smaller flounders, 
but all the time they are slowly gaining 
on them and pass them one after another, 
and finally, swerving a little, they pass 
the head flounder. Then they keep on un­
til they come up with the other end of the 
procession again and once more for a time 
seem to be a part of it.
After awhile the biaekfish appears, com­
ing perhaps from the middle of the pool 
and swinging his side fins slowly back and 
forth, as a single sculler might his oars 
when coming up to the scratch. After 
reaching the procession ho starts swim­
ming around the pool in the other direc­
tion. But he doesn’t keep this up long. 
The flounders and tho whito perch don’t 
care a snap which way he swims, and they 
turn out for him mighty little, and he 
soon tires of it, turns and swims with the 
rest, and then he makes a better showing, 
for he is a quicker and more powerful 
swimmer than any of them, and ho easily 
goes to the front. But as at first he had 
perversely started in the wrong direction 
now he mars his victory by occasionally 
cutting across one end of the pool and 
joining the procession ncar<jr the head than 
he belongs, t he flounders and tho white 
perch all following the whole course.
Tho biaekfish tiros of it all pretty soon 
and withdraws altogether, but tho floun­
ders and the white perch keep right along. 
—New York Sun.
Artificial Cotton Yarn.
The production of artificial cotton yarn 
from wood p-lp  is declared by a Rhode Is­
land experimenter to be a practicable in­
dustry, tho difference between tho two ma­
terials being said to be very slight as re­
gards appearance, softness, strength, lus­
ter and general condition. It appears that 
for this purpose the wood of tho spruce or 
tho pine is used and is defibrated, after 
which it is disintegrated thoroughly and 
subjected to a good bleaching, much de­
pending upon the latter process, an essen­
tial point being that tho whiteness of the 
stock equals that of the genuine cotton 
material. Thus far, it is stated, tho 
bleaching compounds have consisted of hot 
solutions of bisulphate of soda and chlo­
ride of lime. After bleaching the subdued 
pulp the cellulose is treated with a com­
pound of chloride of zinc, castor oil and 
gelatin, resulting in tho formation of a 
paste which is reduced to strands and rub­
bed into threads.
Under the naked eye the pulp thread is 
said to differ very little in appearance from 
the real cotton, possesses practically all the 
features of a pure cotton thread and is 
white and soft, but when compared be­
neath a strong microscope a difference is 
noticed, the fine, fuzzy and loose fibers so 
prominent in cotton threads being miss­
ing in the pulp sort, though not to tho dis­
advantage of tho latter. The peculiar 
twist character of cotton thread is also ab­
sent in the pulp strand, while the latter 
seems harder and smoother under the glass. 
—New York Sun.
It is certainly a very important lesson 
to learn how to enjoy ordinary things and 
to be able to relish your being, without the 
transport of some passion or the gratifica­
tion of some appetite.—Steele.
Iu New York only 18 per cent of the 
population is really American, the remain­
der being either of foreign birth or the chil­
dren of foreign parents.
The Young F lorentine W h o  Possessed It 
Could Not F orget Anything.
One of the most wonderful memories 
known to the world was that of an Italian 
boy who had the long name of Magliabo- 
chi. He was born in Florence in 1633. 
His father and mother were very poor and 
not particularly intelligent. When he was 
not more than 7 or 8 years of age, he was 
employed by a green grocer, but be was 
too fine a boy to remain long in such a 
service as that. Though he had never 
learned to read, he spent all his spare time 
looking at books in a neighboring book­
seller’s shop. One day tho bookseller ac­
costed him, and hearing that Magliabcchi 
could not read he asked him what ho 
meant by looking so long at the books.
The child replied that he did not know 
why he did it, but that it gave him so 
much pleasure merely to look at the print­
ed pages that he could not resist. This 
answer interested the bookseller hugely, 
and he took Magliabcchi into his employ 
and taught him to read. After that he 
rose gradually higher, until certain per­
sons connected with one of the great li­
braries of Florence took an interest in him 
and got him employment there. It was 
then that his wonderful memory began to 
show itself. It seemed as if one reading of 
any book so impressed itself upon the boy’s 
mind that lie could remember every word 
of tho text long after.
One of the instances of this was record­
ed by a writer of that period. A certain 
gentleman of Florence had written a book, 
and liking Magliabechi had sent him the 
manuscript to read. Some time later, 
Magliabechi having road and returned the 
manuscript, the author came to him with 
a long face and pretended to have lost his 
treasured work. It made him very un­
happy, he said, because he had no copy of 
it, and he supposed that he would have to 
go to the trouble of writing it ail over 
again. Magliabechi told him to take com­
fort, that he thought he could remember 
it well enough to give him a copy, which 
he did. He sat down and wrote the book 
out complete from memory, and it is the 
testimony of those who havo chronicled 
the tale that the Magliabechi copy did not 
differ in the slightest degree from tho or­
iginal, which had not really been lost, and 
with which it was afterward compared.
He had likewise a marvelous memory 
for small details. No matter how large a 
library might he, if he hod looked it over 
carefully once he could remember exactly 
whore every book stood. It is said that 
one day ho was sent for by his patron, the 
great duke, who asked him where he could 
procuro a volume that he happened to 
want, and which was excessively rare.
“ There is but one in the world,”  said 
Magliabechi. “ That is in tho grand soig- 
nor’s library at Constantinople, and is 
the seventh book on the seventh shelf on 
the right hand as you go in .” —New York 
Dispatch.
Grant and tlie Declaration.
While standing before the wax group 
representing the surrender of General Lee 
to General Grant at Appomattox Court 
House, at the Eden Musee, an elderly 
woman and a young man were heard con­
versing. “ That,”  said tho woman to her 
companion, “ is the signing of the Decla­
mation of Independence. ”  “ But that looks 
like General Grant, ’ ’ the young man re­
plied.”  “ It don’t matter who it looks 
like, ’ ’ she answered; ‘ 1 it’s the Declamation 
of Independence business that they are at. 
Tho figures are only wax, you know, and 
so it don’t matter who they look like, and 
perhaps General Grant did sign it. He 
signed a whole lot of things. Come along 
down stairs and seo the horrors. We must 
tell the folks all about them.”  And they 
went.—New York Times.
A Hanging Pincushion.
To mako a pretty and novel hanging 
pincushion cut two pieces of cardboard the 
shape of a large pansy. Cover them with 
violet silk and paint one in pansy colors. 
Lay wadding between, sprinkling it with 
orris root. Overcast together, sew lavender 
ribbons to the top and stick a halo of 
small English pins around the edges.
Camphor.
The camphor of commerce is the product 
of several varieties of trees which grow 
wild in India, Ceylon and other parts of 
tropical Asia. The trees aro evergreen, 
somewhat resembling the German linden, 
and all parts of the plant, even tho leaver, 
possess and emit the odor of the gum.
r\
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G, A . F R E N C H , or
E. E. SA W Y E R .
Phillips, i i : f^airse*
Made and
Repaired*
The Host JXlntex'inl Used.
I will be prepared to make and repair rods 
frdm the 15th o f June to the 15th o f Septem­
ber. Sportsmen who leave their rods with 
me for repairs when they return from their
fishing trips can get them on their return the 
next season.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
EX T .  H O A R ,
M A I N  S t . ,  W .A . X t l  I C l v l C Y .
I ^ e  i y c d ! tA a," EL O .
Office Hours.
(5.45 A . M. to 12 M. 12.30 P. M. to 0 P. M.
(5.30 P. M. to 8.30 P. M.
Sunday.
10 to 11 A. M. 5 to 6 P. M.
Mails Depart.
Railway Mails, Daily, 10.30 A. M.
Down the Lake, Daily, 7 A .M .
For Kennebago Lake. Monday, Wednesday.
and Friday, 7.50 A. M.
For Greenvale, Daily, on arrival o f train.
Mails Arrive.
Railway Mails, Daily, 7.30 P. M.
Up the Lake, Daily, 10 A. M.
From Kennebago Lake, Tuesday, Thursday.
and Saturday, 4 P. M.
From Greenvale, Daily, 9 P. M.
Mails CLOSE 15 Minutes Before 
D ep a rtu re .
/i. / .  H E R R IC K , I t  M
Freedom Notice.
For the sum o f five dollars I have sold my 
son, Frank P. Philbrick, the remainer o f his 
time. I shall not claim any o f his earnings or 
pay any o f his debts after this date.
STEPHEN R. PHILBRICK.
Rangeley. Me.. May 31, 1895.
8 RANGELEY LAKES.
'r. al Excu sion 1 ites!
Rangeley and Way Stations
TO
Phillips. Monday, June 24th.
TO WITNESSS
o
Which will positively appear on above day and date.
5 0 —Marvelous Features.—50 2— Troops Trained Horses.—2
s o o  —Famous Artists.— 1 0 0  Trained Dogs and Monkeys.
The Champion Bare-Back Rider o f the World, Robert Sticknev. jr.
The Wonderful Lady Equestrienne, Louise De Mott.
The Aerial Experts, Zola Sisters.
Triple Bar Exponents, Roche and Whitney.
Tumblers and Acrobats, Irving Brothers.
Flying Trapeze Acts by The Maginley Family.
The King o f Funny Clowns, Johnny Price.
Lady Contortionist! J u g g le rs !  Strong IVSen and W o m e n !  
Statuesque Posers ! Acrobats, Athletes, &c„, &c,,
T o o  N u m ero us to Mention.
Trains leaving Rangeley at 1 0 .4 5 , A . M ., will arrive at Phillips in ample 
time to witness our
—GRAND FREE STREET P A R A D E !^
DO NOT WAIT for any other circus as there will be none better.




Children, A fternoon,................. *•..................................................................10
Performances a t2, and 8, o ’clock ; Doors open at 1, and 7, o ’clock.
A Strict!ij First-Class Performance Guaranteed. No Objectionable 
or Swindling Features Tolerated.
Don’t Forget the Day and Date, M on.,Jun. 24th .
Redington Notes.
AMONG THE ORDERS.
S ocie ty  Notes, Rangeley.
Friday, June21,Regular meeting Rangeley Com- 
mandery No. 108, Order o f the Golden 
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
Wednesday, July 3, Regular meeting W . C. T 
U., at the Library.
S oc ie ty  Notes, P h illip s.
Monday, June 24, Regular meeting Mt. Abram 
Lodge, No. 65, A. O. IT. W . Hall in Bates 
Block.
Tuesday, June 25, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O. 
O. F „ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, July 3, Stated Communicaion, 
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67. F. & A. M., 
at Masonic Hail.
Thursday, June 20, Regular meeting Cushman 
Post, No. 87 G. A. R., at Grange Hall, at 
7.30 P. M.
Thursday June 20, Regular meeting W oman’s 
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, June 22, Special meeting North 
Franklin Grange No. 186, Patrons o f Hus­
bandry, 1.30 P. M., at Grange Hall. W ork 
in 3d and 4th degrees. Saturday, July 6, 
no Regular meeting. Saturday, July 20, 
Regular meeting at 8 o ’c lock P. M.
Saturday, July 6, Regular meeting Phillips 
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold­
en Cross. Bates Hall.
Local Paragraphs*
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Greenwood, of Phil­
lips, were at John Russell’s over Sunday.
Airs. Eben Hinkley is home from Indian 
Rock, the Association having closed till 
August.
Young Goodwin, with the Mullen & 
Eagleton Star Specialty Co., is one of the 
best acrobats in the business.
George Alullen, one of the proprietors of 
Mullen & Eagleton’s Star Specialty Co., 
has a metropolitan reputation as a com­
edian, singer and dancer.
John Simonds and Bob Schutser, in 
their musical act, “ The Instrument Fac­
tory,”  never fail to bring down the house. 
They are musicians of rare ability.
Advertising brings quick returns. That 
fiy book advertised in our columns Thurs­
day, was claimed early Friday morning. 
It belonged to Frank P. Stone of xYustin & 
Stone’s museum, Boston.
The doctors report that their business 
is very, very dull, which is rather rough on 
the medics, but an excellent thing for the 
community,also a very good advertisement 
to interest health seekers.
Our readers will note the change in the 
Phillips & Rangeley time, which goes into 
effect, Monday June 24. The forenoon 
train arrives at 11.20, ten minutes later 
than at present; but the evening mail train 
arrives at 7.10, twenty minutes earlier.
There is a rope stretched about the grass 
plot in front of J. A. Russell’s house. Some 
one asked Mrs. Russell if it was placed 
there to keep the baby in. “ No,”  she re­
torted, “ it’s placed thereto keep the grass 
in.”
A. J. Haley, of Farmington, has a crew 
at work building a cottage for Wm. F. 
and Abbott Belcher, of Farmington, and 
James Waugh, of Portland. It is located 
near Kemahkeac, below Hunter Cove on 
Rangeley Lake, and will be 22 by 30 ft. in 
size.
Simon Oakes’s young son, Cleon, gave 
his parents and friends' quite a bit of ex­
citement Friday afternoon by going up to 
Chas. Haley’s at the head of the pond, and 
leaving no word of his departure. The 
village was thoroughly searched, and about 
eleven o ’clock, in the midst of a heavy 
shower, he was finally located at Mr. 
Haley’s.
Among recent changes in local horseflesh, 
Leroy Smith has sold Bonfire to Dr. Pal­
mer, who secured a mate for it in Phillips. 
Bonfire is by Allectus, dam by the Mark 
Walker horse, he by Flying Eaton. The 
mate which the Doctor picked out iu Phil­
lips is an Allectus colt owned by Will 
Ross. The pair was shipped to the Pompil- 
Iys of Auburn.
Hadn’ t you better take in the Circus;
Henry R. F'lller, went to Phillips, Mon­
day.
G. W. Young is boarding at J. F. Her­
ricks .
We are close on to Alidsummer, Saturday 
is the day.
Don’t forget the Circus, Monday at Phil­
lips, rain or shine.
Dana Hinkley has been off duty this week, 
on account of sickness.
Alisses Grace and Josephine Hinkley 
were in Phillips last week.
BobMcMullin, brakeman on the P. &R., 
attended the trot at Kingfield, Tuesday.
Another society event, is rumored for 
our village—this time, it is at the AVest end.
Miss Bertha Miller, of North Alonmouth. 
is staying with her brother, F. W. Aliller, 
for the Summer.
W. G. Ellis, Esq., of Gardiner, is renew­
ing his acquaintance with his many friends 
about this section.
Tucker’s Giant Circus, comes well recom­
mended by the press of Springfield, Mass'., 
where it started from.
Furbish, Butler and Oakes are doing 
about as much business as any firm in the 
County. There are no idle moments there.
John Russell, and Fred Dixon, fished the 
west branch of Reding ton Stream, Satur­
day, with good result, returning with filled 
baskets.
Cornelius Ellis was thrown from a wag­
on last week, striking upon his head and 
badly wrenching his neck, and otherwise 
bruising him.
Among those who attended the Kingfield 
races, were Air. and Airs. White Butler,
H. A. Furbish, L. A. Smith, Chas. Hun­
toon and James Stewart.
Harry Pierce, of King Bartlett, was in 
town the first of the week, to take home 
his trout and salmon fry. He reports every­
thing lively at his camps.
Adon Smith, of New York, is to be here, 
the middle of July with his family, to occu­
py the new cottage, built by Mr. Marble, 
tie returned to New York, Tuesday.
Where was our patriotism Monday, the 
Seventeenth of June, to let the one hundred 
and twentieth anniversary, of the battle 
of Bunker Hill, pass without a flag, gun, 
or even a fire cracker?
Henry Adams, of Tempie, was in town 
this week on business. Mr. Adams has 
been coming to Rangeley for the last 32 
years, but is as energetically businesslike 
as a man of twenty-five.
The job printing department of the R ax- 
g e le y  L ak es  has been rushed the present 
week. Aided by well assorted type faces 
and first-class workmanship very dainty 
work has been turned out.
Alartin L. Fuller has his camp completed 
and is now ready for business. His adver­
tisement, which appears in this week’s 
paper tells nothing but the truth though 
it offers alluring prospects.
Wm. P. Hill, of the Hill & Hill, Harness 
& Saddlery, Boston, an old time frequenter 
of the Rangeleys, is at the Mountain View, 
for a few days. He has not visited this 
section for some years, and is much pleased 
with the advances made.
If the buttercups continue increasing, as 
they have for the past few years, there will 
be a season when beautiful Rangeley Lake, 
cannot be said that it is a “ gem set in em­
erald”  At the present time, yellow pre­
dominates in many places.
In response to the intimation in last weeks 
R a n g e le y  L a k e s , Eben Hinkley informs 
us that he will be prepared at all times to 
furnish bread and pastry to those wishing 
it. This will be good newrs to the many 
cottagers about the lake.
The Steamer Irene has gone into dry dock 
at her winter quarters, her broken propel­
ler has been removed and Mr. Nile has gone 
to Portland to hurry tip the new one, he 
expects to be away but two days and by 
the first of the week the Irene will be mak­
ing her former fast record.




$ 1 . 9 0  per year.
All the W e e k ’s News.
Eben Hinkley, is feeling a little vexed at 
Uncle Sam’s postal service. He desired to 
send special delivery letters from a post 
office, and there being no stamps for that 
purpose, the P. M. told him, the same a- 
mount iu common stamps, would answer. 
Ten cent’s worth of twos, were "licked”  
and the letter marked “ special delivery,”  
but it failed to go beyond the office address­
ed, until called for. Mr. H. has laid in a 
supply of the genuine “ specials,”  and here­
after, will make no mistake. He does not 
mind the loss of the stamps, but regrets 
that he had to lap so many twos, on such 
a dry day.
Last Saturday, in backing a span of 
horses on the dump, to tip up the load of 
waste from the mill, the top gave way,and 
down went load and horses, about 20 feet 
to the bottom, over sticks, stakes and slabs 
but the remarkable part is, that neither 
horse was scarred.
John Porter made a business trip to 
Rangeley, Saturday.
Miss Daisy Webber is doing house work 
for Leon Emerson.
Miss Jessie Lufkin is at work for Geo. 
Proctor.
Miss Ella Pickard is working at the 
Boarding House.
Ed Mitchel has made an improvement, by 
adding front steps to his cottage.
Henry Davis has built a new piazza on 
his house.
S. A. McCracken, is taking charge of sec­
tion 4, P. & R.
O. B. Goldsmith has taken a job, iu the 
Redington Mill.
Lara Pedra went to Caribou Valley, 
Sunday, and brought back over 300 trout.
O. B. Goldsmith is moving in to No. 2 
Britton St.
Mr. Harrison, and Leonard Lambert, 
tried the fishing in Redington stream, Sat., 
week, they found the water very deep and 
cold, in many places. Mr. Lambert caught 
a fewt
M AliR IFl).
Greenvale, June 18. by Rev. H. W. Small, Mr. 
Chas. H. Neal o f Rangeley. and Miss Triphena 
Smith o f Greenvale.
DIED.
Phillips, June 14. o f heart failure. Ephraim 
Staples, aged 67 yrs., 0 mos.
Phillips, June 19th. Fred Harnden, aged about 
30 years.
